Combination of Tenofovir and Emtricitabine plus Efavirenz: In Vitro Modulation of ABC Transporter and Intracellular Drug Accumulation
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Efflux proteins have been shown to greatly affect the uptake of antiretroviral drugs by cells and to hamper their access to the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 replication site. This study evaluated the factors that may lead to drug-drug interactions between emtricitabine (FTC), tenofovir (TFV), and efavirenz (EFV), including the modulation of efflux transporter expression and function. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from healthy volunteers were used to determine whether or not an interaction between antiretroviral drugs and target cells occurred in any combination of FTC, TFV, EFV, FTC-TFV, TFV-EFV, or FTC-TFV-EFV. Following 20 h of treatment, intracellular drug concentrations were measured by liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry. Efflux transporter functionality and inhibitor drug properties were assessed by measuring fluorescent dye efflux. ABCB1 (P-glycoprotein), ABCC 1 to 6 (multidrug resistance-associated protein), and OAT (organic anion transporter) expression in response to the treatments was quantified by semiquantitative real-time PCR. Cells treated with a double combination (FTC-TFV or TFV-EFV) or the triple combination (FTC-TFV-EFV) produced higher FTC and TFV intracellular concentrations than cells treated with FTC or TFV alone. However, no change in the EFV intracellular concentration was observed. FTC tended to induce abcc5 mRNA expression and EFV tended to induce abcc1 and abcc6 mRNA expression, whereas TFV tended to reduce mdr1, abcl, abcc1, and abcc6 mRNA expression. Under these conditions, a decrease in the functionality of ABCB was observed, and this decrease was associated with the direct inhibitory actions of these drugs. This in vitro study reveals a benefit of the combination FTC-TFV-EFV in terms of the intracellular FTC and TFV concentrations and highlights the pharmacological mechanisms that lead to this effect.

The combined administration of at least three anti-human immunodeficiency virus (anti-HIV) drugs from different drug classes as highly active antiretroviral therapy has been shown to slow the progression of disease, improve survival, and result in better virologic and immunologic responses (10). The USA Panel of the International AIDS Society recommends combination therapies that comprise a nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI) or a protease inhibitor boosted with low-dose ritonavir, each combined with two nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) or nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NtRTIs), for the treatment of HIV infection in adults (18). Atripla (Bristol-Myers Squibb and Gilead Sciences), which contains the NNRTI efavirenz (EFV), reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) or nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI) or a protease inhibitor boosted with low-dose ritonavir, each combined with two nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) or nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NtRTIs), for the treatment of HIV infection in adults (18). Atripla (Bristol-Myers Squibb and Gilead Sciences), which contains the NNRTI efavirenz (EFV), the NRTI emtricitabine (FTC), and the NtRTI tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (an oral prodrug of tenofovir [TFV]), is the first once-daily single-tablet regimen (29).

Viral resistance, a lack of adherence to the treatment regimen, and pharmacological factors may contribute to anti-HIV treatment failure. Efforts to predict treatment failure currently focus on the measurement of plasma antiretroviral drug concentrations (38). However, this is not the only relevant biological variable. Drug efflux transport systems, such as P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and multidrug resistance-associated proteins (MRPs; or ABCCs), that result in low intracellular levels of parental antiretroviral drugs or their active derivatives, are of particular importance (26). The efficacy of a combination therapy depends on the level of activation of the targeted cells and on drug interactions which may limit drug access to the target sites of HIV replication.

ABCCs and Pgp belong to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily of membrane transporter proteins (20, 30). They are present in lymphocytes and monocytes (1, 32) and on physiological barriers (e.g., the blood-brain barrier [36]), where they are involved in the active efflux of a wide variety of drugs (17). Transport substrates of Pgp are mostly hydrophobic. ABCC substrates are represented by amphiphilic anions, like conjugates of lipophilic compounds with glutathione, glucuronate, or sulfate (31).

The interactions of protease inhibitors with Pgp and ABCCs have been extensively studied, and it has been shown that they are either substrates or modulators of efflux transporters (9, 15, 23, 33, 42, 48, 54). However, data concerning the interaction of NNRTIs or NRTIs with efflux transporters are sparse and conflicting (7, 9, 13, 46, 49, 50, 57).
Some studies report that NNRTIs are neither Pgp substrates (13, 50) nor Pgp modulators (7). Others indicate the potential of long-term treatment with EFV to induce Pgp expression in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (9) or in the L5180 cell line (57). EFV, but not TFV and FTC, seems to inhibit Pgp in MDCKII mdr1 cells (46, 49). A recent publication describing a study performed with the L5180 cell line showed that long-term incubation with high concentrations of FTC, but not TFV, can increase mdr1 mRNA expression and Pgp function (57).

The interaction of these drugs with ABCCs has been reported. The role of ABCC4 in the renal elimination of TFV has been demonstrated in ABCC4-knockout mice (24). In ABCC2- and ABCC4-overexpressing MDCKII cells, Ray et al. (46) showed that ABCC4, but not ABCC2, transports TFV. They also reported that TFV does not interact with ABC2-mediated calcine accumulation. However, in a study with the same cell line, Weiss et al. (56) demonstrated that TFV, EFV, and FTC interact with ABC1, ABC2, and ABC3. The interaction of TFV with the human organic anion transporters (OATs) hOAT1 and hOAT3, two members of the solute carrier (SLC) family, has also been reported in a study with the transfected HEK293 cell line (52).

In vivo, combinations of TFV and lamivudine or FTC appear to provide improved virologic responses (3). A regimen of tenofovir disoproxil fumarate-FTC and EFV demonstrates a superior durability of viral load suppression and an improved safety and morphological profile over those achieved with zidovudine-lamivudine and EFV (2, 43). Drug combinations are aimed at achieving synergism between the compounds and reducing the likelihood of the development of drug resistance.

The present study assessed whether and how dual or triple combinations of FTC, TFV, and EFV may lead to higher intracellular drug concentrations. Particular emphasis was given to the modulation of transporter expression and function or direct transporter inhibition by antiretroviral agents.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects and cell treatment.** PBMCs from healthy donors (Etablissement Français du Sang, Rungis, France) were isolated and treated with vehicle control (0.2% dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO]; Sigma Aldrich, St. Quentin-Fallavier, France) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mmol/liter glutamine, 50 

**In vitro intracellular accumulation of antiretroviral drugs**

Briefly, the chromatographic separation was achieved on a Synergi Polar-RP column (particle size, 4 μm; 50 mm by 2 mm; Phenomenex, Le Pecq, France) thermostated at 40°C with a mobile phase consisting of 0.5% formic acid and a methanol gradient delivered at a flow rate of 0.3 ml/min from 2 to 80%. Detection by mass spectrometry was performed with a triple-quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer (Quantum Discovery) with an electrospray ionization source (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) in the positive ionization mode for TFV and FTC and in the negative ionization mode for EFV. The PBMCs in each sample (n = 12) were counted by using a validated biochemical test, as described previously (6).

**Pgp or ABCF function.** In order to explain the differences in drug quantitation, the functionalities of Pgp and ABCF were assessed by measuring fluorescent dye efflux (0.1 μmol/liter calcein-acetoxymethylster) in the presence of the absence of specific inhibitors (2 μM cyclosporine [Sigma Aldrich] and 30 μM MK571 [Calbiochem, VWR, Fontenay-sous-Bois, France]) for 30 min at 37°C. Cyclosporine at a concentration of 2 μM is a specific Pgp inhibitor (34), and MK571 is a specific inhibitor of ABC-associated drug resistance (i.e., ABC1, 2, and 3) (16). The cells were then washed twice in cold phosphate-buffered saline, fixed with CellFix fixative (1:10, 40°C, and analyzed by flow cytometry.

The fluorescence due to calcine was plotted as a histogram of fluorescence staining in channel 1 (FL1). Transporter function was quantified as described previously (45) by using the following equation: activity (percent) = [(100 - (Gmean_calcine/Gmean_abcg2)) × 100], where Gmean_calcine is the geometric mean fluorescence of calcine in the samples tested, and Gmean_abcg2 is the geometric median fluorescence of calcine in the presence of inhibitor.

Each experiment was performed with PBMCs from seven different donors.

**Transporter mRNA expression.** In order to explain the effect of antiretroviral therapy on the functionality of ABCC, we carried out further experiments on mRNA transporter expression. Following the 20-h antiretroviral treatment, the efflux and the influx of transporter expression were determined by real-time PCR (n = 3).

RNA was isolated with a GenElute mammalian total RNA kit (Sigma Aldrich). The total RNA concentration and the purity of the RNA were then determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm. The A260/A280 ratio ranged from 1.8 to 2. A sample of 0.5 μg of total RNA was converted to cDNA with random primers in a total volume of 10 μl by using an RT first-strand kit (Superarray Bioscience Corporation, Frederick, MD). The cDNA was diluted with distilled water to a volume of 100 μl. Each primer in the primer set was a concentration of 400 μM for the specific RT Profiler PCR array, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The plates used for the analysis were ABC (abch1, abch2, abcc1, abcc2, abcc4, abcc5, abcc6, abcg2) and SLC (slc22a4, slc22a8) transporter PCR arrays (catalogue number CAPH-0468). Relative expression values were calculated as 2 ΔΔCt, where ΔCt is the difference in the threshold cycle (Ct) values for the genes of interest and the housekeeping gene (hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase). If the Ct was greater than 35, we considered the expression level too low to be applicable.

**Direct inhibitory effects of drugs on calcine accumulation.** Experiments to determine the direct inhibitory effects of the drugs were carried out in order to highlight the pharmacological mechanisms that lead to intracellular drug concentrations. PBMCs (5 x 105 cells/ml) from healthy donors (n = 6) were incubated with the ABCB3 inhibitor MK571 (30 μM) as a positive control or with different concentrations of FTC, TFV, or EFV (0.5 to 10 μM), which is the range of soluble and nontoxic concentrations, as determined previously (49) for 30 min at 37°C in 1 ml complete RPMI 1640 medium. Drug accumulation was initiated by the addition of calcine-AM (0.1 μM per 5-ml tube). Following 1 h of incubation, the cells were centrifuged (500 g, 5 min, 4°C), washed twice in cold phosphate-buffered saline, and then fixed with CellFix fixative (1:10, 40°C, 4°C) and analyzed by flow cytometry. The fluorescence due to calcine was monitored in channel 1 (FL1) and was plotted as a histogram of FL1 staining. The level of calcine accumulation after FTC and EFV treatment was quantified as described previously (34) by using the following equation: activity (percent) = (meaninhibitor/meancontrol) × 100, where meaninhibitor is the geometric mean fluorescence of calcine in the presence of inhibitor.

**Statistics.** The data are expressed as the means ± standard deviations (SDs). GraphPad Prism (version 3.0) software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA) was used to perform statistical analysis to highlight any statistically significant differences between the data groups. The significance of differences between groups and controls was evaluated by using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Dunnett’s posttest or a two-tailed Student’s t test. Differences between means were considered significant when the P value was less than 0.05.

## RESULTS

**Cytotoxicity assay.** None of the compounds tested (FTC, TFV, and EFV) exerted cytotoxic effects at the concentrations used (0.5, 2, and 10 μM), as evaluated with a 3-(4,5-dimethyl-thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide-based in vitro toxicity assay kit (Sigma Aldrich).

**In vitro intracellular accumulation of antiretroviral drugs**

PBMCs treated for 20 h in vitro. Drug concentrations were measured following the 20-h incubation with 5 μM of each drug. Compared with the concentration achieved with FTC alone, the FTC concentration increased by 42.4% ± 6.3% when it was...
Effect of 20 h of treatment on lymphocyte multidrug resistance transporter function. In order to explain the differences seen by quantitation of the drugs used alone or in combination, we investigated efflux transporter function following the 20-h cell treatments. The percentage of ABCC and Pgp activity was evaluated by measuring the effects of selective inhibitors of Pgp and ABCCs (MK571 and cyclosporine, respectively) on the level of calcein-AM accumulation. The percent inhibition caused by 30 μM MK571 or 2 μM cyclosporine is summarized in Table 1.

Cyclosporine at a concentration of 2 μM caused no statistically significant change in the level of calcein-AM accumulation in any of the treated cells.

For all drugs used in combination or alone, the decreases in ABCC function were statistically significant: the P values were 0.004 for FTC treatment, 0.001 for TFV treatment, 0.0048 for EFV treatment, 0.014 for FTC-TFV treatment, 0.002 for TFV-EFV treatment, and 0.0001 for FTC-TFV-EFV treatment.

Expression of ABC and OAT transporter mRNA in response to cell treatment with antiretroviral drugs. Following the 20-h incubation with an antiretroviral regimen, the level of transporter mRNA expression was investigated by semiquantitative real-time PCR (Fig. 2). We evaluated the expression of mdr1, abcc1, abcc2, abcc4, abcc5, abcc6, slc22A6, and slc22A8, which encode Pgp, ABCC1, ABCC2, ABCC4, ABCC5, ABCC6, OAT1, and OAT3, respectively. All these transporters are thought to be involved in antiretroviral efflux. The C_\text{T} values for the housekeeping gene (hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase) were not significantly modified by the treatments.

Treated or untreated cells had very low levels of abcc2, abcc4, slc22A6, and slc22A8 mRNA. For these genes, the C_\text{T} values were greater than 35.

EFV alone at a concentration of 5 μM tended to induce abcc1 and abcc6, which encode xenobiotic efflux transporters. For abcc1, the mean mRNA level increased from 2.0 ± 0.6 (control cells) to 4.6 ± 0.2 (cells treated with EFV). The geometric mean ratio was 2.6 (Fig. 2B). For abcc6, the mean mRNA level increased from 0.3 ± 0.1 (control) to 3.2 ± 0.6

TABLE 1. Relative activity of ABC transporter measured by the effect of a selective inhibitor (cyclosporine or MK571) on calcein-AM accumulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Pgp activity with 2 μM</th>
<th>ABCC activity with 30 μM MK571 inhibition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle (0.2% DMSO)</td>
<td>31.8 ± 9.0</td>
<td>32.2 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC</td>
<td>32.3 ± 10.5</td>
<td>21.0 ± 8.5**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFV</td>
<td>32.0 ± 11.8</td>
<td>17.4 ± 9.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFV</td>
<td>29.8 ± 11.0</td>
<td>16.6 ± 4.9**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC-TFV</td>
<td>29.9 ± 14.1</td>
<td>19.6 ± 7.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFV-EFV</td>
<td>30.0 ± 10.7</td>
<td>9.7 ± 4.5**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTC-TFV-EFV</td>
<td>27.5 ± 13.5</td>
<td>10.9 ± 9.6***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* PBMCs were treated with 5 μM FTC, 5 μM TFV, and 5 μM EFV, alone or in combination, for 20 h. Data are represented as means ± SDs (n = 7).

** The significance of differences between the treated groups and the vehicle control group was evaluated by Student’s t test. A P value of <0.05 was considered significant. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; $$$, P < 0.001.

combined with TFV (P = 0.0002) and 61.1% ± 13.7% when it was combined with TFV-EFV (P = 0.0007) (Fig. 1A). Compared with the concentration achieved with TFV alone, the TFV concentration increased by 30.0% ± 8.4% when it was combined with FTC (P = 0.0004), 38.8% ± 9.4% when it was combined with EFV (P = 0.003), and 56.1 ± 19.1% when it was combined with FTC-EFV (P = 0.0014) (Fig. 1B). Compared with the concentration achieved with EFV alone, the EFV concentration did not change statistically significantly when it was combined with TFV or FTC-TFV (Fig. 1C).
FTC alone at a concentration of 5 μM tended to induce abcc5, which encodes the nucleoside/nucleotide efflux transporter ABCC5. The mean mRNA level increased from 3.3 ± 1.4 (control cells) to 16.2 ± 5.6 (cells treated with FTC) (P = 0.002). The geometric mean ratio was 5 (Fig. 2C).

For all the transporters studied (Pgp, ABCC1, ABCC5, and ABCC6), TFV tended to reduce the level of mRNA expression. The mean Pgp mRNA level decreased from 2.5 ± 1.2 (control cells) to 0.5 ± 0.02 (cells treated with TFV). The mean ABCC1 mRNA level decreased from 2.0 ± 0.6 (control cells) to 0.45 ± 0.05 (cells treated with TFV). The mean ABCC5 mRNA level decreased from 3.3 ± 1.5 (control cells) to 0.1 ± 0.05 (cells treated with TFV). The mean ABCC6 mRNA level decreased from 0.3 ± 0.1 (control cells) to 0.1 ± 0.03 (cells treated with TFV). The geometric mean ratios were 0.27, 0.25, 0.05, and 0.07 for Pgp, ABCC1, ABCC5, and ABCC6 mRNA levels, respectively.

**Direct inhibitory effect of drug on calcein accumulation.** The direct inhibitory effects of the drugs on calcein-AM extrusion were determined by measuring the calcein fluorescence with or without MK571, as a positive control, or different doses of FTC, TFV, and EFV (Fig. 3).

With 30 μM MK571, the level of calcein accumulation was 63.86% higher than that for the control.

EFV increased the intracellular level of calcein accumulation in a concentration-dependent manner. EFV seemed to be the better inhibitor and had an effect at 10 μM similar to that of 30 μM MK571 (68.95% higher than that for the control). TFV increased the intracellular level of calcein accumulation to 48.89% with 10 μM TFV (n = 6) in a concentration-depen-
dent manner. FTC increased the intracellular level of calcein accumulation to 33.18% with 10 μM FTC (n = 6) in a concentration-dependent manner.

**DISCUSSION**

Drug interactions in patients receiving highly active antiretroviral therapy are often caused by more than one mechanism, such as a mutation in the HIV reverse transcriptase or protease; drug metabolism, such as by phosphorylation; or efflux transporter modulation. This shows the importance of knowing all the potential targets involved and considering their complex interplay for dose individualization (56). Very few studies have considered the effect of the combination of FTC, TFV, and EFV on their intracellular concentrations and ABC multidrug transporter modulation.

Cell treatment for 20 h produced significant increases in FTC and TFV levels when the combinations FTC-TFV, TFV-EFV, and FTC-TFV-EFV were used compared with the levels seen with each individual drug. Furthermore, dose-response curves were generated for each drug in the presence of rising concentrations of the other drugs. We showed increasing intracellular concentrations of TFV and FTC with rising doses of EFV. The FTC concentration increased with a rise in the concentration of TFV and vice versa. In all cases, the intracellular nucleoside concentration reached a plateau beginning at a concentration of 1 μM EFV or 5 μM the other nucleosides (data not shown).

These results differ from those of Borroto-Esoda et al. (8) regarding the TFV concentration in PBMCs when TFV was combined with FTC. A potential explanation for this inconsistency could be the differences in transporter expression (5, 53) and phosphorylated metabolite levels between PBMCs stimulated with phytohemagglutinin and interleukin-2 (8) and inactive PBMCs. Probably due to the very slow phosphorylation in our experimental system with inactivated PBMCs, the intracellular FTC and TFV triphosphorylated metabolite concentrations were at about the lower limit of quantitation of our assay method used for NRTI triphosphates (44).

Regarding EFV, there was no change in the level of EFV when it was alone used or in combination with the other drugs tested. This might be due to the intracellular concentration/extracellular concentration ratio, which was very high compared with those for the other drugs tested (about 44-fold higher), possibly saturating efflux transporters. Alternatively, EFV is possibly not a Pgp or ABCB substrate (13, 50).

In order to explain the increasing FTC and TFV concentrations in combination therapies, we suggest an ABC transporter interplay. We investigated the Pgp and ABCC functionalities in combination therapies, we suggest an ABC transporter interplay for dose individualization (56). Very few studies have considered the effect of the combination of FTC, TFV, and EFV on their intracellular concentrations and ABC multidrug transporter modulation.

In order to investigate the effect of antiretroviral therapy on the ABCB functionality, we carried out further experiments on mRNA transporter expression and on direct transporter efflux inhibition by antiretroviral drugs.

In our experimental system, mdr1, abcc1, abcc5, and abcc6 mRNAs were quantifiable, whereas abcc2, abcc4, bcrp, oat1, and oat3 mRNAs were not detectable. The mRNAs of mdr1, abcc1, and abcc5 have been demonstrated in PBMCs (monocytes and lymphocytes) (1, 26, 32). The levels of expression of the other genes were very low under our experimental conditions. However, our findings cannot exclude the possibility of a rapid increase in the level of mRNA or the degradation of mRNA after cell treatment.

The reduced functionality of ABCB was not related to the decreased expression of abcc1, abcc5, or abcc6 mRNAs, except for TFV. A significant dissociation between expression and activity has been reported (1, 12, 39, 57).

Given that only three repetitions of the experiments were performed, no statistical test would be relevant. Even if we have to remain cautious owing to the small amount of data obtained for the different treatment groups, we could observe some trends for increases or decreases in the levels of mRNA expression.

The nucleoside analogue FTC tended to induce the expression of abcc5 mRNA, which encodes the nucleoside and nucleotide transporter ABCB5 (22, 47, 58). EFV tended to induce abcc1 and abcc6 mRNA expression; both of these genes encode xenobiotic transporters (4, 11). TFV tended to alter the levels of mdr1, abcc1, abcc5, and abcc6 mRNA expression.

These results suggest different mechanisms of regulation between transporters. Nuclear receptors, such as the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) and the pregnane X receptor (PXR), play important roles in the transcriptional regulation and induction of several genes like mdr1 and abcc2 (27, 51). In contrast, only a few studies have evaluated abcc1; furthermore, the results have been controversial (28, 37). The abcc1 and abcc6 gene promoters contain an Sp1-binding site, which is involved in the regulation of their transcription (25, 40). The nuclear factor E2 p45-related factor (Nrf-2), a transcription factor for the antioxidant-responsive element, can be required for both the constitutive and the inducible expression of ABCC1 mRNA (19). PXR is expressed in PBMCs (1); the transcription factors Sp1 and Nrf-2 are ubiquitously expressed...
in mammalian cells. EFV has recently been demonstrated to act as a strong ligand of CAR and PXR (14). No data are available for the other drugs.

Combination therapies did not affect transporter mRNA expression, probably due to regulation compensations between the different drugs. The use of EFV alone increased the level of abcc1 or abcc6 mRNA expression, but the use of TFV alone decreased it; and use of the combinations (TFV-EFV or FTC-TFV-EFV) resulted in a compensation for the effect seen with EFV or TFV alone. The same effect was observed with FTC. The use of FTC alone increased the level of abcc5 mRNA expression, but the use of TFV alone decreased it; and use of the combinations (FTC-TFV or FTC-TFV-EFV) resulted in a compensation for the effect seen with FTC or TFV alone. Of course, all these observations deserve confirmation.

The effects of the drugs seen on ABCC function were not caused by ABCC mRNA expression modulation. Therefore, we propose that the drugs could have a direct effect on ABCC transport. FTC, TFV, and EFV at concentrations ranging from 0.5 μM to 10 μM increased the levels of calcein-AM accumulation in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 3), suggesting the interaction of these compounds with ABCC transporters, as described previously (46, 56).

In terms of this in vitro study reveals a benefit from the use of combination therapy, like that achieved with Atripla, in terms of the FTC and TFV intracellular drug concentrations. However, there is always a balance between efficacy and toxicity/adverse effects, and a good combination therapy may require patient therapeutic drug monitoring. This effect on drug concentration seems to be partly due to a decrease in ABCC function and particularly to the direct interaction of the drugs with the members of the ABCC family. We also provide evidence for different pathways of transcriptional expression modulation between efflux transporters.
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